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UNIVERSITY OF CUMBRIA 

COURSEWORK REASSESSMENT REQUIREMENT  

 

Module Code: GRAP4040 

Module Title: Multi-Dimensional Graphic Design 

Tutor: Jim Millington 
Title of the item of work: 2D, 3D & 4D 

Wordage:  
 
This reassessment has 3 separate component parts/projects that you will need to present. For 
further guidance, the full assignment briefs are on the GRAP4040 Blackboard page 
 
Component 1. 2D: Zines 
Complete each of the following: 
 
A: Complete a zine which explores the use of type (no imagery). Zine theme = Pandemic (min 4 
pages) 
B: Complete a zine which explores the use of image (no type). Zine theme = Migration (min 4 
pages) 
C: Complete a zine which explores the use of image and type combined. Zine theme = Union (min 4 
pages) 
 
Zines can be physical (presented as photos of the completed items) or digital (presented as PDF). 
Zines are a broadly experimental format, so be bold. Begin by researching the subject.  
 
Component 2. 3D: Packaging 
 
The creative challenge for this brief is to identify a product that is currently packed and distributed 
using unnecessary Single Use Plastics (SUP) or mixed materials, and to design an innovative 
packaging solution using 100% cartonboard or corrugated board. 
 
Component 3. 4D: Narrative 
“Generation Z is the demographic cohort succeeding Millennials and preceding Generation Alpha. Researchers and 
popular media use the mid- to late-1990s as starting birth years and the early 2010s as ending birth years.” 

Source: Wikipedia 

 
“Recent Government research shows that the average focus of attention of Gen Z is around ‘30 seconds before cogent 
concentration’ levels lapse.” 

Source: The Office for National Statistics (ONS) 

 
Choose a film or story which you deem to be a ‘classic’ and translate it into a series of 10 easy to 
digest social media posts for Gen Z’ers. E.g Compress ‘The Empire Strikes Back’ into 10 Instagram 
specific illustrations. The aim is to consider the narrative of the story and communicate key points. 
 
Final images can be delivered as social media links or in PDF format. 
 
Delivery 
The collected work should be submitted as a PDF portfolio, containing all final outcomes and a 
selection of your process and development work (portfolio guides are on the GRAP4040 Blackboard 
page). Submissions should be made via the Turnitin link in the REASSESSMENT folder of the 
GRAP4040 Blackboard page. 
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SUBMISSION DATE AS PER STUDENT PORTAL 
 
To be submitted by 4:00 PM on 14/08/2020 in accordance with instructions given by the 
course team. If you are posting your course work the receipt of postage must be by date 
and time of submission, you may be asked to present this. 

 
To be submitted through the Virtual Learning Environment (eg. Blackboard / Pebblepad 

etc.) in pdf format, or in person/by RECORDED DELIVERY to the Programme 

Administration at the Brampton Rd Campus of the University of Cumbria. 

 

 

 


